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Abstract. In the ITER tokamak, injection of nitrogen is foreseen to decrease the heat
loads on the divertor surfaces. However, once dissociated, nitrogen atoms react with
hydrogen isotopes to form ammonia isotopologues. The formation of tritiated ammonia
may pose some issues with regards to tritium inventory and operation duty cycle. In
this paper, we report a study of the e�ect of three parameters of relevance for the
fusion environment on the ammonia production, including the presence of a catalytic
surface, sample temperature and noble gas addition. Results of ammonia formation
from N2/H2 RF plasma (both with and without tungsten or stainless steel surface)
show the importance of the presence of a catalyst in the ammonia formation process.
By increasing the temperature of the W samples up to 1270 K, ammonia formation
demonstrated a continuous decrease due to two major factors. For high temperatures
above 650 K and 830 K, for stainless steel and W, respectively, the reduction results
from the thermal decomposition of ammonia. For the lower temperature range, the
temperature rise leads to the formation of more stable nitrides that do not tend to react
further with hydrogen to form NH2 and NH3. Interestingly, the addition of helium
or argon to the N2/H2 plasma show opposite e�ects on the ammonia production.
He e�ectively decreases the percentage of NH3 by acting as a barrier for the surface
processes. On the other hand, argon impacts more the plasma processes probably by
increasing the active nitrogen species in the plasma and as a consequence the percentage
of formed ammonia.
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1. Introduction

In fusion devices, extrinsic impurities are typically injected in the edge region of the

con�ned plasma to help dissipate the intense power exhausting the plasma before

it reaches nearby surfaces. In particular, for burning plasma conditions in ITER, a

high divertor radiation level will be mandatory to avoid thermal overload of divertor

components. Seeding gases that are currently under investigation for di�erent Tokamaks

are nitrogen (N2), neon (Ne) and argon (Ar). N2 is the preferred species for existing

devices because of its favorable radiative properties as well as its bene�cial e�ect

on the plasma performances [1, 2]. However, once dissociated, N atoms chemically

react with H and its isotopes (D/T) to form ammonia (NH3) isotopologues. The

assessment of ammonia formation in tokamaks is still very di�cult and subjected to

an internal debate. In ASDEX-Upgrade(Axially Symmetric Divertor Experiment),

the formation of ammonia during nitrogen-seeded discharges has been investigated by

analyzing the exhaust gases using mass spectrometers [1, 3�7]. It was found that up to

8 % of the injected N2 was converted into NH3. The interpretation of this results was

challenging due to the additional presence of water and methane and due to isotope

exchange reactions of deuterated ammonia with H in the pump ducts that lead to

the spectrometers. Indeed, the data were obtained following other experiments where

the wall loading was not controlled and identi�ed at the start of the series and the

spectrometer did not reach its optimal performance [3]. In JET (Joint European Torus),

15 % of the injected N2 was transformed into NH3 [8] and this value is also uncertain due

to the di�cult calibration of the diagnostics used to detect ammonia. The formation

of tritiated ammonia in future fusion devices such as ITER may pose some issues with

regards to tritium inventory and duty cycle. In this context, ammonia formation has

become an increasingly important subject of research for the nuclear fusion community

in the past few years [1, 2, 4, 6]. In particular, the fundamental understanding of the

impact of speci�c parameters from the fusion reactor environment on the ammonia

formation process would be the key to both predict the quantity of ammonia that might

be formed in ITER and to �nd possible ways to decrease it [9�11].

In the present article, we demonstrate the e�ect of three parameters on the ammonia

production from N2/H2 plasma including the presence of a catalytic surface, sample

temperature and He or Ar addition. Two fusion relevant materials playing the role of

catalysts for the ammonia production were investigated: tungsten (W) and stainless

steel (SS). While the W constitutes the divertor surface material in ITER, the SS is

used for the vacuum vessel, the divertor cassettes, the shield block and the Port Plug

front surface. The study was initially performed at room temperature (RT) for both

surfaces and then for increasing temperature up to 1270 K. This highest temperature

value is relevant for the ITER divertor and in particular for the divertor active areas

where the plasma impact occurs [12]. The e�ects of helium and argon on the ammonia

formation are also investigated in this paper. He will, in fact, be present in ITER as

the ash of the fusion reaction. Argon, on the other hand, was identi�ed as the best
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candidate for the simultaneous enhancement of core and divertor radiation [2] in the

case where an elevated main chamber radiation is desired as well. Although this gas is

not foreseen to be used in ITER to avoid high core level contamination, the use of argon

will be required in the future DEMO prototype reactor to insure a high main plasma

radiation level.

Our studies were performed in a newly built setup, with the speci�city of being a

quartz vacuum chamber (no metal) to avoid the retention of the formed ammonia on

the reactor wall [13]. In another conventional stainless steel vacuum chamber, surface

chemistry analysis were carried out in vacuo using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS).

2. Experimental procedure

Figure 1: Schematic and real picture (on top) of the RF plasma reactor and surrounding

equipment for gas inlet and outlet

The experiments were performed in an in-house built metal free reactor shown in

Figure 1. A detailed description of the system, as well as the calibration procedure, can

be found in [14]. Brie�y, this setup consists of a cylindrical quartz tube connected to

a waveguide surfatron plasma source. Processing gases are introduced to the reaction

chamber using mass �ow controllers and the plasma is created in the tube through a

matching network by a 13.56 MHz radio frequency generator at a typical power of 120 W.

Inside the tube a rolled catalyst foil is placed and can be heated with a furnace. The two

catalysts used in this study are W (purity 99.97 %) and SS (mass percent composition

shown in Table 1). The average roughness (Ra) of both catalysts was measured using
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a Tencor Alpha Step 500 Surface Pro�lometer. The SS and W Ra values are 69 nm

and 190 nm, respectively. On the other side of the quartz tube, a quadrupole mass

spectrometer (SRS Residual Gas Analyser RG A200) is connected through a 2 mm

diameter pinhole. The RGA is used for both qualitative and quantitative analyses of

gas species resulting from the plasma. In order to get a good background pressure

of around 8 × 10−9 mbar in the RGA chamber, the system is pumped from two sides

through a turbo and a primary pump. However during the plasma process, gases are

pumped only through the RGA chamber in order to detect all gas species. The resulting

typical pressure value is around of 5× 10−6 mbar which corresponds to 2× 10−2 mbar

in the quartz reactor.

A wall conditioning step using pure Ar plasma is carried out before each experiment

to remove the contaminants adsorbed on the reactor wall. In particular, residual water

can be e�ciently removed and the measured water content was below 2 % of the total

gas mixture during the full process. The calibration of the RGA is then performed

by determining the cracking patterns (CP) and the calibration factors (CF) for species

present in the plasma (N2, H2, NH3, Ar, He and H2O). CFs represent the proportionality

factor of the measured detected current in the RGA and its known partial pressure. CPs,

on the other hand, represent the ratio between the major peak intensity and the other

fragments intensity created by electron impact ionization in the RGA.

Element Fe Cr Ni Mo Mn Si N P C S

% 69.52 16.9 10.1 2.08 1.74 0.46 0.048 0.032 0.019 0.001

Table 1: Chemical composition of the stainless steel foil

In this paper, three parameters in�uencing the ammonia production are studied

including the catalyst material, the surface temperature and the presence of helium and

argon. To investigate the catalytic surface e�ect, the experiment was conducted by

introducing N2 and H2 at di�erent ratios. The N2 initial concentration (XN2) de�ned

as the ratio between N2 initial partial pressure (PN2) and the total pressure (Ptot) was

varied from 1 to 80 % in the N2/H2 mixture and the total pressure was kept constant

(Ptot=2 × 10−2 mbar). Prior to the plasma ignition, no ammonia was observed in the

RGA for the di�erent N2/H2 gas mixtures. The plasma was then ignited for 5 to 10

min when no catalyst was introduced in the tube and for 15 min in the presence of the

sample which represents the time needed to reach the reaction equilibrium state [14].

When Ar or He were used, a constant ratio of 1/9 of N2/H2 (XN2/XH2=1/9) was �xed

for a Ptot=2×10−2 mbar. All experiments were repeated at least twice (later on the error

bars represent the standard deviation of the measurements) and a reference experiment

for an XN2 of 10 % is repeated after each experimental day to ensure that the status of

the catalyst surfaces does not change over time. The decomposition procedure of the

measured spectra was described in our previous paper [14].

Chemical analyses were performed in vacuo by XPS (procedure described in [14]
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after plasma exposure in another conventional SS vacuum chamber to characterize the

surface state. Prior to the XPS measurements, a 20-nm tungsten �lm was deposited by

pulsed-DC magnetron sputtering [15] and then exposed to N2/H2 (1/9) plasma for 20

minutes at 1.2× 10−2 mbar under the following conditions:

(i) plasma exposure on a non heated sample (RT) �rst and then on hot surfaces (406 K

and 513 K).

(ii) Ar and He were mixed with N2 and H2 at two fractions (20 and 50 %) both at RT.

For each of these XPS measurements, a new sample is loaded and a fresh W deposition

is performed.

3. Results

3.1. E�ect of the catalytic material (W, SS) on the ammonia formation
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Figure 2: Ammonia production without catalyst (red curve), on W (black curve) and

on SS (green) catalyst at RT for di�erent XN2

Figure 2 shows the ammonia percentage (de�ned as the ratio between its partial pressure

(PNH3) and Ptot during the plasma) against XN2 without and with catalyst (W and

SS). In the absence of catalyst, the ammonia production increases up to 6 % with

increasing XN2 up to 25% that corresponds to the stoichiometric composition of nitrogen

in ammonia. By introducing a catalytic surface, we noticed an increase of the NH3

production up to 20 and 24 % for SS and W, respectively and a shift of these values to

higher XN2 (Figure 2).

3.2. Temperature e�ect

3.2.1. Ammonia formation at high temperature

The e�ect of surface temperature (TSurf ) on the ammonia formation rate was studied
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in the range RT to 1273 K.
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Figure 3: E�ect of TSurf on ammonia production from N2/H2 (1/9) plasma for di�erent

catalytic materials

In the absence of catalyst, the ammonia formation rate was almost constant up to

870K and then slightly decreased from 4.2 % to 2.7 % for higher temperatures. When

a catalyst is used, a strong e�ect of TSurf is observed. For both W and SS surfaces

the NH3 fraction decreases as soon as TSurf is increased. Yet a clear di�erence can

be observed between the two materials. On the SS surface, the NH3 percentage drops

drastically between 400 and 700 K and is very low for higher temperatures. For W, the

e�ect of TSurf is more gradual and the formation rate remains higher than for SS up to

1100 K, after which does not evolve anymore.

3.2.2. Thermal decomposition of the ammonia gas

The thermal decomposition of pure NH3 gas without plasma was then studied as a

function of temperature by �owing the ammonia gas at �xed pressure inside the quartz

tube for di�erent materials. The temperature was continuously increased up to 1273 K

and the resulting peaks from the decomposition were recorded by the RGA on the other

side of the tube.
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Figure 4: Variation of the RGA peak intensities of the H2, NH3 and N2 at 2, 17 and

28 amu respectively due to the ammonia thermal decomposition a) without catalyst b)

on W surface and c) on SS surface. The inset of b) represents the logarithm of H2 and

N2 peak intensities plotted versus inverse temperature values.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the major RGA peaks of NH3 (17 amu), H2

(2 amu) and N2 (28 amu) as a function of the temperature. Comparing the e�ect

of the three materials, it is seen that the decomposition of ammonia into N2 and H2

starts at di�erent temperatures. Without catalyst, ammonia starts to decompose into

nitrogen and hydrogen at 970 K. The decomposition was partial under these conditions

even for the highest measured temperature and only 23 % of the initial amount was

decomposed. On the W surface, the decomposition initiates at around 830 K. For

temperatures between 830 and 1023 K, the ammonia peak intensity drops drastically

while simultaneously both nitrogen and hydrogen peaks rise to near their maximum

values. The SS surface, on the other hand, seems to be more e�cient towards the NH3

decomposition which started at lower temperature than W (650 vs 830 K). As can be

observed, ammonia thermal decomposition to nitrogen and hydrogen exhibit a particular

trend on this surface. Remarkably, the 17 amu peak of NH3 slightly decreases from 650

to 900 K followed by the release of only hydrogen (no nitrogen), increases back from

900 to 1050 K and decreases with a faster rate for higher temperature values. The N2

release increase is shifted to higher temperature above 1050 K.
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3.2.3. Chemical species formed on the surface after plasma exposure: XPS studies

Four elements were identi�ed by XPS on the W plasma exposed samples: tungsten,

nitrogen as well as oxygen and carbon contaminants. Despite the use of our cold liquid

nitrogen (LN2) trap, the presence of oxygen (3 to 9 atomic percent concentration (at.%))

and carbon (around 2 at.%) could not be avoided. These species are typically adsorbed

during the time required for the transfer to the XPS chamber and/or during the cool

down of the sample (maximum 30 min).

Figure 5 represents the N1s core level spectra measured after N2/H2 plasma

exposures of the W surface at three di�erent temperatures. The total nitrogen atomic

concentration on the surface as well as its decomposition fraction into N/NH (at

397.6 eV), NH2 (at 398.5 eV) and NH3 (at 400.4 eV) are presented. The total relative

error on each concentration value was assumed to be 15% according to previous literature

report [16].
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Figure 5: (Left) N1s core levels spectra recorded after N2/H2 plasma exposure of the W

surface at 300, 406 and 513 K. The red (dashdotted), green (shortly dotted) and blue

(dashed) curves are the individual chemical states. Solid black curves are the raw data

and the sum curves. (Right) Relative N, NH, NH2 and NH3 atomic concentration as a

function of TSurf

Comparing the evolution of the three peaks for increasing Tsurf , it can be observed

that both NH3 and NH2 peaks drop drastically from 11 to 1 at.% and 28 to 9 at.%,

respectively while the N/NH peak rises up to 90 at.% from the total nitrogen peak on

the surface. W4f core level spectra of the exposed W sample to N2/H2 plasma show
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also a nitride formation (WN and WN2). The spectrum was presented in Figure 6 of

our last paper [14].

3.3. In�uence of Ar and He addition

3.3.1. In�uence of Ar and He addition on ammonia formation

In order to investigate the e�ect of noble gases addition on the ammonia formation, He or

Ar gas was mixed with N2 and H2 at a �xed Ptot (2×10−2 mbar) and �xed XN2/XH2 (1/9).

As Ptot of the three gases should be kept constant during the process, increasing the Ar

or He content would imply to decrease the nitrogen and hydrogen concentrations and

as a consequence the formed ammonia. One way to correct this e�ect can be achieved

by normalizing the NH3 formed amount to the initial N2+H2 content from Ptot. This

normalization is valid if the ammonia formation would only depend on XN2/XH2 and

not on their pressure. To validate this assumption, an experiment devoted to study the

in�uence of Ptot on ammonia formation was conducted by keeping the XN2/XH2 constant

and increasing their partial pressure. Figure 6a shows a nearly constant formation of

ammonia for a Ptot= PN2+PH2 varied between 1 × 10−2 and 5 × 10−2 mbar allowing

therefore to study the Ar and He e�ects using the above-mentioned approach.
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Figure 6: Impact of the a) gas total pressure b) helium admixture and c) argon

admixture on the ammonia production

Ammonia production results without catalyst and on W surface are presented in

Figure 6b and Figure 6c for several He and Ar percentages up to 60 %. For instance,
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the highest introduced argon or helium percentage (60 %) corresponds to PAr or PHe

= 1.2 × 10−2 mbar and PN2+PH2 = 8 × 10−3 mbar while the lower noble gas inlet

concentration (10 %) corresponds to PN2+PH2 = 1.8× 10−2 mbar.

Two opposite e�ects can be seen for the two noble gases. Up to 40 % of argon

addition, the ammonia production slightly increases both without and with W catalyst.

Meanwhile, it decreases by increasing the He percentage in the gas mixture and in

particular on the tungsten where a signi�cant drop can be seen.
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Figure 7: Electron temperature Te (blue) and density ne (red) variation with helium

and Ar percentage in the N2/H2 mixture. Plasma parameters (Te and ne) are also

represented for pure hydrogen plasma

.

The electron temperature (Te) and electron density (ne) are measured using a

Langmuir probe for pure H2, N2/H2 and several mixtures of He or Ar/N2/H2 plasmas.

The results are represented in Figure 7. While the addition of He highly increases Te

and slightly ne, the Ar increasing content impacts more the electron density than the

electron temperature.

3.3.2. In�uence of Ar and He addition on surface species

After the exposure at RT of several samples coated with W to N2/H2 + Ar or He plasma

in the metallic chamber, the samples were analyzed by XPS. Measurements revealed

the existence of three species on the samples: tungsten (63-69 % atomic concentration),
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nitrogen (28-33 at.%) and oxygen contaminants (less than 5 at.%). Figure 8 represents

the N1s core level spectra resulting from a pure N2/H2 as well as N2/H2/Ar or He

plasma exposure of the surface. XN2/XH2 was kept constant and 2 di�erent fractions

of the noble gases were added (20 and 50 %). In order the study the impact of lower

fraction of He and Ar on the ammonia production, further experiments are required.
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Figure 8: N1s core levels spectra recorded after pure N2/H2 as well as N2/H2/Ar or He

plasma exposure of the W surface at RT. The red (dashdotted), green (shortly dotted)

and blue (dashed) curves are the individual chemical states. Solid black curves are the

raw data and the sum curves.

N1s core level peaks were decomposed into three singulets attributed to N and NH

(at 397.6 eV), NH2 (at 398.5 eV) and NH3 (at 400.4 eV) [13]. The existence of surface

nitrides on a W exposed sample to nitrogen-hydrogen plasma was also con�rmed by the

W4f core level peaks presented in our previous paper (see WN and WN2 peaks in Figure

6 of paper [14]).

The percentages shown on the Figure 8 represent the ratio of N/NH, NH2 and NH3

from the total nitrogen atomic concentration on the surface. As can be seen, before the

addition of the noble gas ammonia presents 10 at.% from the total nitrogen peak. This

percentage decreases continuously by 40-50 % when Ar and He are added in equal ratio

than nitrogen and hydrogen (50 % of the gas mixture Ptot). On the other hand, the

N and NH ratio increased with the addition of He while NH2 concentration decreases.

However, the NH2 peak is not a�ected much by Ar addition, and N/NH is not a�ected by

further addition of Ar. It should be noted here that the nitrogen atomic concentration on

the surface is almost una�ected by the addition of He (28 to 31 at.%) and Ar admixture

(28 to 33 at.%).
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4. Discussion

4.1. Plasma assisted ammonia catalysis at RT

Ammonia formation was observed both in the absence and presence of a catalyst in the

chamber (Figure 2). It is still not clear if the production occurs in the plasma volume

or on the quartz wall of the vacuum chamber. Based on previous studies [17�20], Hong

et al. [21], summarized that ammonia can be produced at atmospheric pressure by

three-body reactions between NHx radicals (produced themselves by reactions between

dissociated atoms and excited molecules) in the plasma phase. In a glow discharge

microwave plasma, Uyama et al. [22,23], stated the role of the volume reaction between

NH radicals formed in the plasma volume and H2 molecules on the ammonia formation.

Recently, chemical kinetics modeling studies [17,24] revealed that the gas phase volume

reactions alone are not able to produce ammonia in detectable amounts. Taking

these results into account and our measurements, we can attribute the production of

ammonia without catalyst to either production in the plasma volume or recombination

of dissociated species in the plasma on the quartz tube.

When W and SS catalytic surfaces were loaded, the ammonia production strongly

increased (Figure 2). This was also reported in the PhD thesis of Patil [25] who

studied the e�ect of Al2O3 supported metals and metal oxide catalysts on the ammonia

formation in a DBD reactor. He showed that, with the presence of a catalytic surface,

the ammonia production is around 3 times higher compared to the blank experiment

where no surface is loaded in the quartz tube. In a more recent study, Shah et al [24]

investigated the ammonia formation in an RF quartz plasma reactor and showed that

the insertion of metal meshes catalysts in the quartz reactor highly increased the yield,

in particular, on Au surface when 300 W of RF power was applied (5 times higher

ammonia yield than without catalyst).

In our previous study [14], we showed that this increase was caused by the improvement

of both the nitrogen cracking and the species interaction on the surface. By comparing

the performance of both catalysts towards NH3 synthesis, we can see that the tungsten

surface acts as a better catalytic surface than SS for XN2 above 10 %. Even though the

SS surface contains predominantly iron (around 70 % of the total composition), known

as the best catalyst for ammonia synthesis under thermal condition (see volcano plot

in [26]), its lower production than W can be explained by the existence of other metals

such as chromium (16 %) which have lower activity than Fe [27] or the presence of a

native oxide layer. In fact, for SS, the surface is covered with a chromium oxide �lm that

passivates the surface of the steel. This Cr2O3 oxide is typically a few nm thick [28]

and it is not clear, in our case, if the argon plasma cleaning is removing the oxide

as the sample is �oating and if the hydrogen/nitrogen plasma is reducing the oxide

layer to have an iron catalyst. Another factor that could also explain this di�erence

between W and SS catalysts is the plasma e�ect on the catalytic activities of surfaces.

In fact, Mehta et al. [29] showed, experimentally and through a microkinetic model,

that the nitrogen excitation in the plasma changes the catalytic activity trends from
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those known in thermal catalysis. In thermal catalysis, the best catalyst for ammonia

presents an intermediate nitrogen binding energy i.e not not high to avoid having a

strong nitrogen bond on the catalyst and consequent low reactivity and not too low to

be able to dissociate the nitrogen. The presence of the plasma in catalysis produces

excited nitrogen molecules with higher internal energy and lower dissociation barrier.

Ammonia production is therefore maximized on catalysts that bind nitrogen weaker

than those most active for thermal catalysis because they have smaller barriers for the

hydrogenation of NHx (x = 0,1,2) intermediates.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the maximum in NH3 production is reached for di�erent

XN2 depending on the presence of absence of a catalyst. Without catalyst, the maximum

production corresponds to the stoichiometric mixture of nitrogen-hydrogen (25/75 % of

N2/H2). This was also observed by Uyama and Matsumoto [30] who performed an

N2/H2 microwave discharge in a Pyrex tube and also by Amorim et al. [31] through

their DC glow discharge. When the catalyst was introduced, the maximum production

shifts from the stoichiometry to a higher nitrogen content. Although the exact reason

is still not clear, this shift was reported in several papers [29,32�35].

4.2. Plasma assisted ammonia catalysis at high temperature

Unlike on SS and W surfaces, the ammonia formed without a catalyst is almost constant

for an increasing the temperature up to 900 K(Figure 3). The decrease starts at high

temperature that corresponds to the decomposition temperature shown in Figure 4.

This would suggest that, the quartz tube is not playing a catalytic role (as discussed

in 4.1) and that most likely the ammonia formed without the catalyst is predominantly

in the plasma. The decrease of the production of NH3 on W and SS with increasing

temperature, shown in Figure 3, can be attributed to several causes: (i) increased

desorption of N2 as the temperature is increased (ii) formation of more stable nitrides

that react less with hydrogen to form ammonia (iii) ammonia thermal decomposition

(iv) nitrogen continuous di�usion in the catalyst bulk leading to its decrease in the gas

phase.

Note here that the focus is on the nitrogen (and not hydrogen) interaction with the

surface as we have shown in previous work that the ammonia is formed, under these

conditions, as a reaction between adsorbed nitrogen on the surface and hydrogen in the

gas phase.

The �rst hypothesis (i) can be disproved by the XPS results in Figure 5. Indeed,

the total nitrogen content on the surface is almost constant (in the range of 26-34 at.%)

meaning that the decrease in the ammonia peak cannot be caused by a decrease in

the nitrogen content on the surface with temperature. Previous studies have reported

that the nitrogen release from W occurs only at high temperature in the range of 850 to

970 K [5,36]. However, the decrease in the NH3 and NH2 peak and increase in the N/NH

peak suggest that a surface temperature increase leads to the formation of more stable

nitrides that react less with the hydrogen to form ammonia, con�rming hypothesis (ii).
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At high temperatures (650 K for SS and 830 K for W), the decrease in the pro-

duction can be well attributed to the thermal catalytic decomposition (iii) of the

formed ammonia as shown in Figure 4. Thermal catalytic decomposition of ammo-

nia is known as the reverse reaction of the Haber-Bosch synthesis of ammonia, one of

the most extensively researched processes over the past 150 years [37]. Upon heat-

ing, ammonia decomposes to nitrogen and hydrogen through the following reaction:

2NH3 N2 + 3H2

This reaction takes place in the gas phase, but it is strongly enhanced by the presence

of a catalytic surface. Particularly over metals, the decomposition of ammonia occurs

in a stepwise sequence of dehydrogenation reactions. These reactions are initiated by

the adsorption of ammonia onto the active sites of the surface. The adsorbed molecules

undergo then successive N�H bond cleavage, releasing hydrogen atoms that can combine

to form molecular hydrogen. In the �nal step, nitrogen atoms recombine and desorb

as molecular nitrogen [38, 39]. As shown in Figure 4b the ammonia decomposes with a

fast rate to nitrogen and hydrogen on the W surface at 830 K. These observations are

slightly di�erent from the results of Markelj et al. [10] who studied the ammonia decom-

position by �owing the gas through a hot tungsten capillary. For them, the dominant

decomposition on W starts at lower temperature at about 680 K, attains the fastest in-

crease at about 910 K and terminates around 1110 K. This discrepancy from our results

could be attributed to the gas pressure di�erence. Previous studies [40, 41] performed

at high temperature and on tungsten surface showed that the ammonia decomposition

rate increases with its partial pressure. While Markelj et al. introduced the NH3 gas

at 2.7 × 10−1 mbar inside the capillary, a much lower pressure of 5 × 10−3 mbar was

used in our setup which could explain the temperature shift where ammonia starts to

decompose. On the other hand, the complete decomposition of ammonia at high tem-

perature as well as the activation energy (Ea) of the reaction (1.05 ±0.04 eV) are in

a good agreement with their �ndings (1.07 ±0.08 eV). The Ea was calculated by plot-

ting the RGA peaks intensities in a logarithmic scale versus inverse temperature values,

known as the Arrhenius plot (presented in the inset Figure 4). The curve was then

�tted linearly and the activation energy was extracted from the slope according to the

formula R=A × exp(-Ea/kB × T) where R is the rate of the decomposition reaction,

A is the pre-exponential factor, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the measured

temperature (more details about this method can be found in [10]).

Concerning the SS surface (Figure 4c), the ammonia decomposition presents a

particular trend. The decomposition starts at lower temperature than on W surface

and the release of the nitrogen is shifted to higher temperature values. This shift can

be caused by the di�usion of the nitrogen and formation of stable nitrides with iron for

temperature below 650 K (when ammonia start to decompose to nitrogen and hydrogen).

This process is well known in the industry as the nitridation process where iron forms

stable nitrides after exposure to ammonia at high temperature around 870 K [39, 42].

However, it has also been reported to start from temperatures as low as 570 K [26,43].
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This deactivation process is reversible at high reaction temperatures where desorption of

the nitrogen takes place [39]. Note here that, the reason for ammonia peak rise between

900 K and 1050 K on the SS surface is still unknown.

The order of the activity of both catalysts (SS and W) is, therefore, reversed

from ammonia synthesis to ammonia decomposition. Interestingly, even though the

decomposition of ammonia is the reverse reaction of the synthesis, catalysts were shown

in another study by Boisen et al. not to necessarily exhibit the same activity in both

directions due to the di�erence in conditions and rate limiting steps [44].

It is also worth mentioning for the three thermal decomposition experiments without

catalyst, on W and on SS, that ratios between ammonia peaks at 17, 16, 15 and 14

amu were constant and equal to the ammonia cracking pattern indicating therefore no

release of the intermediate production of ammonia decomposition (NH2 or NH) from

the surface.

To sum up on the impact of temperature on ammonia production, we can conclude

that the decrease is due to two major e�ects. For high temperatures (TSurf> 650 K and

830 K for SS and W, respectively) the decrease in the production rate results from the

thermal decomposition of ammonia. For lower temperature the temperature increase

favor the formation of more stable nitrides that does not tend to react further with

hydrogen to form NH2 and NH3. The possibility of bulk di�usion of the nitrogen cannot

be rejected also and further thermal desorption experiments are required to quantify

the trapped nitrogen.

4.3. He and Ar e�ect

To our knowledge, only two groups [9, 11] were interested in the study of Ar and He

e�ect on ammonia formation and there is still considerable disagreement between their

results. Experiments performed in the linear plasma device (GyM), using a microwave

sustained N2/D2 plasma, show a reduction of 80 % in the ammonia production when

17 % of He was added while the addition of 3.1 % of Ar to the hydrogen nitrogen

mixture was almost not e�ective. This e�ect was attributed to a modi�cation of the

physical-chemical process on the surface where helium acts as a barrier for the ammonia

formation by occupying the catalyst active sites. On the other hand, the other group [11]

reported an increase by 45 % of the produced NH3 for only 8 % of added He. According

to them, the increased ammonia formation with the He addition does not result from

a higher adsorption of active species on the surface but rather due to an enhancement

of the N-H recombination induced by the helium bombardment. In both studies, the

authors con�rm the need for further experiments to investigate the surface state and

species in order to support their explanation. In this context, surface analysis of the

exposed surface to a N2/H2/Ar or He plasma were performed in this manuscript.

When He and Ar are added to N2/H2, XPS measurements of the W surface (Figure

8) show a drop in the ammonia peak and a rise in the N/NH peak while the total

surface nitrogen atomic concentration was constant. These observations indicate that
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the presence of the two noble gases does not inhibit the adsorption of nitrogen on the

W catalyst (a key step for the ammonia formation) but is rather unfavorable for the

hydrogen and nitrogen surface recombination to form NH3 from the surface nitrides. It

should be mentioned here that conclusions from XPS are restricted to species on the

surface and do not consider what was formed and desorbed as compounds.

The slight increase in the ammonia production with argon addition can be explained

by the generation of more active nitrogen species. Hong et al. [45] investigated this

e�ect by adding 10 sccm of Ar to 30 sccm of N2 and 30 sccm of H2 feed gas stream in a

dielectric-barrier discharge reactor. They observed an increase in the discharge power,

uniformity and gas temperature, and those factors lead to higher ammonia production

rates. The optical emission spectra also indicated an increase in N+ possibly resulting

from a reaction between Ar+ and N2. This increase in nitrogen dissociated atoms

contributed therefore to the increase in NH3 production. Nakajima et al. [46] further

explained further this reaction between nitrogen and ionized argon as a charge transfer

reaction followed by dissociative recombination of nitrogen with an electron from the

plasma:

N2 + Ar+ N+
2 + Ar

N+
2 + e− N + N

The charge transfer reaction between nitrogen and argon is favoured by the fact that

both species have almost the same ionization energy shown in table 2. However, when

He is added to the mixture this reaction is not expected to occur due to the high ion-

ization energy of helium.

Species H2 N2 He Ar

First ionization energy (eV) 15.42 15.58 24.56 15.76

Table 2: �rst ionization energies of nitrogen, hydrogen, helium and argon

A further explanation of the argon and helium e�ects can be related to the change

of the electron temperature of electron density, key parameters in the generation of

active species for the formation of ammonia. As shown in Figure 7, both gases show

opposite e�ects on both Te and ne. These e�ects were already reported by Mansour

et al. [47] and by Pu et al. [48] for adding He and Ar in pure N2 plasma. Pu et al.

explained these results in the following way. The electron energy distribution function

in a plasma shows a tail region populated by high energy (�hot�) electrons with energies

above 30 eV. In the helium�nitrogen mixture, the tail is generated by He metastable

states and superelastic collisions and is enlarged by adding more helium in the discharge.

As a result, Te increases. However, when argon is added in the discharge, there is a sharp

increase in electron density and hence a higher electron-electron collision frequency,

which always tend to deplete electrons in the �hot tail� and decrease Te. In the case

of Ar in an H2 plasma, Sode et al. [49] show that Te decreases monotonically and they
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attributed the observed decrease to the increasing e�ective ion mass with increasing Ar

fraction. As described by El-Sayed et al. [50], Ar can induce the dissociation of molecular

nitrogen and increase the production of nitrogen atoms, however it has an insigni�cant

e�ect on the nitrogen ionization mechanism. On the other hand, He addition enhances

the production of, N+ and N− atoms through ionization, ionization dissociation and

dissociative reaction, however it has a decreasing e�ect on the dissociative recombination

mechanism.

In summary, on the catalyst surface, both He and Ar were to shown unfavorable

impact on the hydrogen and nitrogen surface recombination to form NH3. This e�ect,

along with a high increase in the the electron temperature, is predominant when helium

is added resulting in a total decrease of ammonia produced from the interaction of the

plasma with the catalyst measured by RGA. Argon addition, on the other hand, was

shown to increase the active nitrogen species in the plasma and, as a consequence, the

percentage of ammonia formed. In this case, the competition between the ammonia

increase in the plasma and the decrease on the surface results in a total increase of the

production when a W catalyst is used.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we explored the formation of ammonia from an N2/H2 RF plasma

both without and with tungsten and stainless steel catalysts for di�erent XN2 . We

demonstrated that the presence of the catalytic surface highly increases the ammonia

formation rate.

An increase of the surface temperature results in a decrease in the ammonia

formation rate due to two factors. For high temperatures above 650 K and 830 K for SS

and W, respectively, the production decrease is caused by the thermal decomposition

of ammonia. At lower temperature, the temperature increase leads to the formation of

stable nitrides that do not tend to react further with hydrogen to form NH2 and NH3.

These results imply that in the tokamak, the high temperature active area of the W

divertor (where plasma impact occurs) and its surrounding will not contribute much in

the ammonia production. As the NH3 formation is favored by low temperature, a high

contribution from the plasma shaded areas is expected.

Finally, we have shown that the addition of helium and argon to the nitrogen-

hydrogen plasma have opposite e�ects on the ammonia production. While He e�ectively

decreases the percentage of NH3 by acting as a barrier for the surface processes, argon

impacts more the plasma processes by increasing the active nitrogen species in the

plasma and, as a consequence, the percentage of ammonia formed. This suggests that

the presence of He as an intrinsic impurity in the fusion plasma might help to decrease

the ammonia production and could further be used in a mixture with the nitrogen

seeding gas. In contrary, it is not a good option to mix nitrogen and argon together to

decrease the ammonia formation.
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